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Error in general help text

Status
  ● Open
Subject
  Error in general help text
Version
  18.x
Category
  • Error
  • Less than 30-minutes fix
  • Easy for Newbie Dev
Feature
  Help System
Resolution status
  New
Submitted by
  hman
Lastmod by
  hman
Rating
  ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) ②
Description
There is (presumably) an error in the help system, which I found while editing the help of
Spreadsheet, but I guess this help text, since it describes basic Tiki syntax, gets displayed on
numerous occasions.

tiki-edit_help.tpl has this on line 55:

```html
<td>
  <strong>{tr}Show/Hide{/tr}</strong> <br/> !+, !!-
  {tr}show/hide heading section. + (shown) or - (hidden) by default{/tr}.
</td>
```

I assume both options are to be written with double exclamation marks, and not only the negative?

Importance
  6
Easy to solve?
  10 easy
Priority
  60
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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